
012 Exam Revision 
Tuesday 1 
- Must be registered under the medical radiation practice board (MRPBA) 
- Medical radiations include radiographer, radiation therapist, nuclear 

medicine technologist and sonographer 
- All but sonographer must be registered under MRPBA 
- RT’s help plan and deliver the radiation to beat cancer 
- Nuclear med tech do PET scans and administer radiopharmaceuticals 
- You need to be ethical, compassionate, patient, reflective, committed to life 

long learning and skilled at clinical resoning 
- Medical imaging department may have x-ray, CT, MRI, ultrasound and 

nuclear med 
- XRAY: General radiography, accident and emergency, operating theatre, ward 

radiography, CT, mammography, minor procedures (barium meal) or major 
(angiography) 

- Primary function: to carry out procedures and provide info to medical 
personnel in the fastest possible time 

- Secondary functions: train radiographers and radiologists, participate in 
research 

- Duty is to image the patient and send to radiologist/referring doctor, no 
secondary duties should interfere with this 

Describe the role of medical radiation practitioners. Radiographers, radiation 
therapists and nuclear medicine, all use ionizing radiation and there are also 
sonographers who don’t use radiation. 
Skills required. Good communicator, able to relate to people, caring nature, 
technical and scientific ability, reflective practice, ability for life long learning and 
is a team player. 
Types of examinations. General, A & E, CT, mammography, angiography, contrast 
media. The primary function is to get this diagnostic quality image taken and no 
other tasks should impede this. 
The 3 C’s and clinical history. Clinical history is important to ensure the image 
about to be taken is the most appropriate and be aware of possible reactions. 
The 3 c’s are correct patient, correct site and correct procedure. 
 
Wednesday 1 
- X-rays discovered by Wilhelm Roentgen in 1895 by accident using a Crook’s 

tube 
- Ionizing radiation is any radiation capable of removing orbital electrons from 

an atom 
- The patient is irradiated/exposed during the procedure 
- Particulate radiation with alpha and beta particles 
- Electromagnetic radiation such as x-rays and gammas 
- Perpendicular electric and magnetic fields cause these waves 
- The wavelength of x-rays is very short because they’re high energy 
- Natural sources of radiation (3mSv per annum): cosmic rays, terrestrial 

radiation, inhaled radon, internal radionuclides 
- Man-made sources of radiation (3.2 mSv per annum): imaging, consumer 

products, industrial, nuclear power 
- As low as reasonably achievable (ALARA) 



- Background radiation is 3mSv, arm x-ray is only 0.05mSv 
- Occupational exposure limits = 50mSv per annum (to not exceed an average 

of 20mSv over 5 years) 
- Public expose = 1mSv per annum 
- This excludes the contribution of background radiation 
Outline the discovery of xrays. It was an accidental discovery by Wilhelm 
Roentgen in 1895 using a Crook’s tube. He took a 5-minute exposure of his wife’s 
hand, as it just happened to be in the x-ray beam at that time. Passing an electric 
potential through an evacuated tube produced this radiograph. 
Define the terms relating to ionization. Radiation can be either ionizing or non-
ionizing. Of the ionizing it can either be electromagnetic (xrays, gammas) or 
particulate which are betas and alphas. In an xray examination the patient is 
irradiated or exposed. Electromagnetic radiation is made by the vibrations of 
electric and magnetic fields which sit perpendicular to each other. 
Sources of radiation. Can be natural sources such as cosmic rays, terrestrial 
radiation, inhaled radiation and internal radionuclides, which accounts for about 
3mSv per year. Man-made sources of radiation include imaging, consumer 
products, industrial and nuclear power, which accounts for about 3.2 mSv per 
year. 
Indicate the annual effective dose limits. Public exposure is limited to 1mSv a 
year whilst occupational exposure is limited to 50mSv a year yet can not exceed 
an average of 20mSv over 5 years. These figures to not include background 
radiation. To contextualize this, a dental x-ray is 0.005mSv, arm or leg 0.02 to 
0.05mSv and CT scan about 10 to 20mSv. 
 
 
Tuesday 2 – Intro to Cancer and RT 
- Cancer is the uncontrolled/abnormal development of cells 
- Malignant growths have the ability to grow/metastasize 
- Carcinogens increase the risk of cancer, but any cell can become cancer 
- Lung and bowel are the most deadly while prostate and breast are the most 

common 
- Carcinoma is cancer of the epithelium (usually squamous, glandular, 

transitional or psuedostratified) 
- Sarcoma is cancer of the soft tissue (muscle, fat, nerves, connective tissue, 

bone, cartilage) 
- Lymphoma is cancer of the white blood cells (can be in lymphoid tissues or 

anywhere) 
- Melanoma is cancer of the melanocytes in the skin 
- Myeloma is cancer of plasma cells in bone marow 
- Leukaemia is cancer of the blood forming element of bone marrow 
- Spread can be lymphatic, vascular, body cavities via fluid (pleural fluid), 

natural passages (bladder) 
- Primary cancer: localized, invades surrounding tissues 
- Secondary/Metastasis: cells move away from original, invade other organs 

and bones 
- Treatment methods: surgery, radiotherapy, chemotherapy, hormone therapy, 

immunotherapy, natural therapies or doing nothing 



- RT uses ionizing radiation to kill tumour cells via DNA damage, normal cells 
can usually recover from this 

- This stops cancer from being able to replicate and repair 
- Gray is the measurement of absorbed dose, 4 gray at once is lethal because 

bone marrow can’t handle it 
- Radiation can cause damage to healthy cells 
- Care can be radical (high doses, to cure) or palliative (improve life quality, to 

reduce symptoms, lower doses) 
- Can be superficial (in kV range, doesn’t penetrate deep) or megavoltage (mV 

range, penetrates deeply) 
- Brachytherapy: radioactive source implanted to damage less surrounding 

tissue 
What is cancer? Cancer is the abnormal and uncontrolled growth of cells. They 
reproduce at a faster rate than normal tissue because a larger amount of cells are 
undergoing mitosis at any one point. 
Cancer types. Carcinoma is cancer of the epithelial tissue, sarcoma is cancer of 
the soft tissue, lymphoma is cancer of the white blood cells, melanoma is cancer 
of the melanin in the skin, myeloma is cancer of the plasma and leukaemia is 
cancer of the blood forming element of bone marrow. 
Spread of cancer. Tumours can be benign of malignant and it is the latter that 
have the ability to metastasize. Primary cancer is localized and invades 
surrounding tissues where a secondary cancer will move away and infect other 
organs/regions. The spread can be lymphatic, vascular, through body cavities via 
fluid (e.g. pleural fluid), natural passages such as the flow of urine or inoculation 
which is the result of surgical contamination/biopsy. 
Cancer treatment options. Surgery, chemotherapy, immunotherapy, radiation 
therapy, hormone therapy or even doing nothing. 
Types of radiotherapy. Can be superficial (50kV to 150kV) or megavoltage via 
linear accelerators (4MeV to 20MeV). Can be radical or palliative, but more than 
4 gray can’t be administered at once or bone marrow will suffer. 
 
Wednesday 2 – Image Formation 
- Machine composed of x-ray tube, high voltage section and low voltage section 
- Tube is mounted in protective housing, insulates and dissipates heat, oil filled 
- Cathode is negative, anode positive 
- Can be column (restricted) or ceiling mounted (highly moveable) 
- LBD shows the little light where the x-ray beam will go 
- The tube ‘amplifier’ converts the low supply to high supply 
- Consists of rectifiers, step up transformer, filament transformer 
- Electrons are emitted from filament that are accelerated to anode at high 

speeds 
- 99% of the product is heat and 1% is x-rays 
- Characteristic x-rays: incoming electron ejects an inner electron, outer 

electron must fill the place so a x-ray is released 
- These photons are at set energy levels for each element 
- Bremsstrahlung x-rays: incoming electron travels close to the nucleus 
- The positive protons change the direction of the electron and the loss of 

velocity is equal to the energy of a x-ray released 
- This is a broad range of energies depending on the closeness to nucleus  



- Heat is the result of atoms being excited but electrons not ejected to produce 
x-rays  

- Artefacts are no anatomical things that show up e.g. rings 
- Properties of x-rays: short wave length, large photon in keV, penetration 

depends of atomic number, density and thickness of the object 
Principle parts of an xray machine. The 3 main sections are the operating 
console, the high voltage section and the xray tube itself. 
Describe each part and it’s purpose. The negatively charged cathode with 
tungsten filament, heat to liberate electrons via thermionic emission, negatively 
charged filament cup to focus the electrons. The positively charged rotating 
anode also made with tungsten target on molybdenum stem, mechanical support 
for target, dissipates heat and electrical conductor. Protective housing blocks 
leakage radiation, usually lead lined, provides mechanical support and mounting 
(column of ceiling), contains oil to absorb shock and insulate. Light beam 
diaphragm shows the path of the collimated radiation. High voltage section, tube 
“amplifier,” has a high voltage step up transformer, filament transformer and 
diodes to rectify the AC current to DC. 
Describe how an exposure is made. You push the button half way down (prep) 
which ensures the anode is rotating at full speed before you push it all the way 
down (expose) and allow the electrons to be accelerated to the target, creating 
xrays. 
List all the controls available.  kVp selection (minor or major),  mA selection, 
time selection, line voltage compensator, focal spot selector,  station selector, 
tube selector and overload indicator.  
Explain the basics of image formation.  Characteristic xrays are formed when an 
incoming electron collides with an inner shell electron, causing it to be ejected. 
The vacancy is filled by an outer electron that causes an electromagnetic 
radiation photon to be released, resulting in discrete energy peaks. The energy of 
these peaks increases with increasing atomic number.  Bremsstrahlung xrays are 
formed when an electron interacts with the positive nucleus, resulting in 
deflection and decreased velocity. The energy lost is conserve in the form of an 
xray photon, the greater deflection the higher energy photon. This produces a 
continuous spectrum with the highest number being the selected kVp.  
What are the properties of xrays?  They have a short wavelength and high 
frequency, high photon energies that are measured in keV, amount of 
penetration depends on atomic number, density and thickness. 
 
 
Tuesday 3– Prime Factors 
- Prime exposure factors: Kilovoltage peak, milliAmperes, exposure time and 

source image distance 
- kVp, mA and s are all selected at the operators console 
- kVp is the highest energy of the xray spectrum produced 
- this effects the quality and penetrability of the beam 
- high kVp produces a low contrast image, low kVp produces a high contrast 
- mAs effects the quantity of photons and therefore the radiographic density 
- High kVp means you can reduced exposure time and therefore reduce dose 
- Increasing the kVp by 15% has the same effect as doubling the mAs 
- Increasing SID reduces the intensity as less photons can reach the IR 



- To calculate how to compensate for intensity change  
𝒏𝒆𝒘 𝒎𝑨𝒔

𝒐𝒍𝒅 𝒎𝑨𝒔
 =  

𝒏𝒆𝒘 𝑺𝑰𝑫𝟐

𝒐𝒍𝒅 𝑺𝑰𝑫𝟐
  

- To calculate intensity    
𝒏𝒆𝒘 𝒊𝒏𝒕𝒆𝒏𝒔𝒊𝒕𝒚

𝒐𝒍𝒅 𝒊𝒏𝒕𝒆𝒏𝒔𝒊𝒕𝒚
 =  

𝒐𝒍𝒅 𝑺𝑰𝑫𝟐

𝒏𝒆𝒘 𝑺𝑰𝑫𝟐
  Inverse square law 

- Beam filtration absorb low energy x-rays that degrade image quality 
- Inherent filtration via the light beam diaphragm and glass envelope  
- Added filtration by the metal slide between housing and LBD 
- Compensating filtration: wedges outside collimator to create uniform 

thickness 
- Anatomical Programmed Radiography (APR) and Automatic Exposure 

Control (AEC) 
- Exposures can also be selected manually with the use of charts and tables 

provided 
- In all except AEC, changes to these values have to be made to compensate for 

body habitus  
List the 4 prime exposure factors. Exposure time, current (mA), voltage (kVp) 
and SID. 
Explain the effect of each factor. kVp (penetrability) effects the quality of the xray 
beam and the quantity to a lesser extent, increasing it increases scatter but 
decreases patient dose and contrast. The 15% rule = increasing kVp by 15% is 
the same as doubling mAs or up 10kV and half the time (60 to 90 only). mA 
controls the quantity of radiation proportionally. Want exposure time to be low 
to reduce image unsharpness. Increasing the SID reduces the intensity and 
quantity. If you want to calculate intensity use inverse square law if you want to 
compensate for the intensity change use other equation. 
Explain beam filtration. Can be inherent, added or compensating. Filtration gets 
rid off low energy photons that contribute to patient dose but not image quality. 
Inherent filtration includes the glass envelope and LBD whilst added includes the 
metal (aluminium) slide between LBD and housing, which can be adjusted. 
Compensating is the use of devices such as the boomerang to ensure an even 
exposure on body parts with extremely different thicknesses. This is usually 
added outside the collimator. 
Types of exposure selections. Manual selection via exposure charts, but you then 
have to make adjustments for body habitus. Anatomically programmed 
radiography (APR) is when these exposures for body parts are already in the 
system. Automatic exposure control (AEC) terminates when the IR has received 
sufficient radiation, requires precise patient positioning but not adjustment for 
different people. 
 
Wednesday 3 – Cancer Management 
- Cancer is a group of disease of uncontrolled growth, all cancers are different 
- All cancers are of genetic abnormaties 
- Result of genetic and lifestyle factors (modifiable and non-modifiable risks) 
- Oncogenes are switched on and are cancer promoting 
- Tumour supressing genes are switched off and promote cancer growth 
- First the malignancy is diagnosed with biopsies, histopathology 
- Generally, abnormal bleeding is considered cancer until proven otherwise 
- Cancer is then staged to described distribution 
- The aim is then decided: whether it’s to cure or palliation 



- Can use a complementary treatment, RT with chemo and surgery or an 
alternative one like naturopath 

- Cancer cells doesn’t necessarily reproduce faster then more cells, just more of 
them reproduce at a single time 

 
Tuesday 4 – Role of MI in RT 
- CT, MRI, PET and ultrasound to help diagnose, stage and form treatment plan 
- Patient is referred to a radiation oncologist 
- PET scans target cancer by seeing glucose uptake, cancer cells use heaps of 

glucose 
- Ultrasound is mainly used for pelvic or prostate cancers, generally less 

invasive but some transducers are inserted up 
- Brachytherapy: placing applicators inside the body 
- Aim to have low dose on healthy tissue and high dose on tumour 
- Uses wedging to even dose across body parts 
- Radiation necrosis is a side effect of RT, also nausea, hair loss and sore red 

skin 
- OAR  organs at risk 
 
Wednesday 4 – Factors Affecting Quality 
- Geometric factors: magnification, distortion, focal spot size 
- As OID increases, magnification increases and sharpness decreases 
- M = SID / SOD 
- Use a small OID and large SID to minimize this effect 
- Distortion occurs when magnification is unequal across the object 
- Can result in an inaccurate diagnosis 
- Thickness and object positioning can contribute to this 
- Thinner objects experience less distortion 
- Placing object in the middle of central beam and parallel to it reduces the 

effect 
- Focal spot blur as xrays are emitted from the target area not a point source, 

smaller target means less focal spot blur 
- The heel effect as the anode itself absorbs some of the x-rays, leaving a 

reduced intensity at the anode side of the image 
- Focal spot size also affects geometric unsharpness 
- Smaller focal spot has more detail and less unsharpness but must use low mA 
- Motion can also contribute to unsharpness, in the form of not staying still or 

breathing 
- This is sometimes useful e.g. breathing blurs ribs to see lung pathology 
- Scattered radiation also contributes to degraded image quality 
- Interactions with matter can be: transmitted (attenuated beam), absorbed 

(complete energy transfer, photoelectric effect) or scatter 
- Coherent Scatter: low energy xrays (10keV) interact, change direction but 

don’t change energy, increase image noise 
- Compton Scatter: billard ball effect, incident photon collides with electron 

and ejects it, photon reduces in energy and scatters. Reduces contrast and 
increases backscatter 

- Photoelectric effect: interacts with inner electron and ejects it, incident 
photon is completely absorbed and therefore increases patient dose 


